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CAMP OHOPE Folkdanc� Gatherin�, Quee�’� Birthda� Weeken� 2021. Join us for a
weekend of dance, music and camaraderie at NZ’s most-loved beach. Situated in the
Eastern Bay of Plenty, Ohope is in the middle of everyone! A live-in, relaxed weekend
suitable for all lovers of folk dance, with comfortable dormitory or camping
accommodation. Plan an ‘in your own backyard’ holiday around the weekend and enjoy
everything the region has to offer. Details soon.
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Fol� Danc� New Zealan�, In�.
The objects of Folk Dance New Zealand, Inc.
a) To facilitate the networking of folk dancers

and folk dance groups
b) To raise the profile and enhance the image

of folk dancing
c) To encourage folk dancing in New Zealand
d) To provide a national voice to promote the

interests of folk dancers

e) To provide and accredit folk dance teacher
training

f) To provide, or support the provision of, folk dance
classes, workshops, seminars, performances, and
courses

g) To provide resources, or information on
resources, that relate to folk dancing

h) To support the use of live music for folk dance in
New Zealand
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elaine.prakash.@ gmail.com

Welcome to:
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Changes of address: please e-mail treasurer @ folkdance.nz
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Hell� fro� th� Presiden�
E ngā mana, e ngā reo, e ngā karangatanga o te
motu

Ngā mihi o te tau hou ki a koutou katoa.

It turns out old dogs can learn new tricks. Here’s
my brag photo from a Gisborne summer as a
stand-in until I get a decent profile picture.

I hope you are enjoying your summer. I am just home from the Auckland Folk Festival.
Apart from being a wonderful catch-up with dancing friends, the festival is confirmation
that interest in dance is alive and kicking: the dance workshops I attended were very
popular and the evening ceilidhs full to bursting. It was refreshing to share in that folk
dance goodness. It was also exciting to witness the number of extremely accomplished
musicians (and many of them very young) who love to play for dancers.

In order to harness some of that interest, we are working on overhauling the FDNZ
website. Work on web design begun over the Christmas break is being honed by a
professional designer – I hope you get to see the results soon.

Another theme at the Auckland Folk Festival was our good fortune at simply being
there. Plans are being laid for our folk dance gathering in June. Ohope Beach is a
wonderful destination – yes, even in winter – and I think you will also enjoy the venue,
the Ohope Christian Camp, a stone’s throw from the beach itself. We’ll be in touch with
details as they are set in place, but the kaupapa is to enjoy our time together, to foster
relationships within our organisation, and to inspire each other to keep dancing. At a
time when gathering can no longer be taken for granted, I do hope you will join us.

Noho ora mai,
Jane

FDNZ 25t� Birthda� Bas� Weeken�
Hamilto� 2 – 4 October

It all kicked off on Friday night at St Stephens hall with a birthday
dinner and dance. The treat of live music all evening by a group
of individual musicians known as Matangi Minstrels, who come
together for such occasions, enhanced the evening enormously.
With spirit and competence they played for easy well loved
dances selected and led by Fiona and Jane.

Plenty of light and sun streaming in end windows greeted us at
the setting for most of the FDNZ 25th workshop/party weekend at
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the excellent venue of the Hamilton YWCA hall, even if it was troublesome for the
photographers. The event replaced the originally planned pre-covid Van Geel’s visit. So
with local teachers and volunteer dancers offering whatever they liked from new or old
favourites, a programme of some 20 dances taught provided much variety.

By the finish of Saturday
morning introductions and
warm-ups led by Jane, it
was apparent that folk
attending were from
Gisborne, Coromandel,
Taranaki, Cambridge,
Hamilton, Auckland and
Wellington, numbering
about 34 each day.
Unfortunate was the

absence of a handful of founder FDNZ members from Hawkes Bay and Christchurch
who’d made the difficult decision to be cautious about travel.

The dances taught took us around Europe, extending through time too: Serbian, Gypsy
style, Greece, Regency English, Turkish, Armenian, traditional English, Morris, Romanian
and Russian.

Frank Broekmans – Toicevo Kolo (Serbia)

Bronwen Arlington – Dana (Roma)

Diane Madgwick – Vraho Vraho (Greek – Kate Goodwin choreography)

Catherine Corcoran – Agir Govenk (Eastern Turkey)

Karen Vernon – Nonesuch (England)

Andy Smith – Dilwyn Border, Morris Dance

Alec Calderwood – Calum’s Road, Isle of Raasay (near Skye). Choreography by
Cindy Kelly

Murray Birch – Syrtos (Eastern Sporades); Kavontoriktiko; Syrtox (Naxos) (All
Greece)

Ingrid Huygens and Ben Cleland – Lioube, choreography by Chris Hall

Gwen Mann – Rodo (Crete); Tremouliastos (Mavri Thalassa); Flouri (All Greece)

Gabi Johnston – 16 step Tsamikos (Greece)

Michael Parmenter – Rondeau en couple (Gascony France)

Sharyn Grant – Hora de Nunta (Romania)

Noel Armstrong – Dashing White Sargeant (Scotland)

Michele Dickson – Hora Lautareasca (Muntenia)
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Jane Luiten – Tamzara (Turkey). A variation of the Tamzara taught by Turgay
Onatli.

Fiona Murdoch – Klezmer, Fiona’s choreography

Rae Storey – Moi Muzhunjka Rabotyazhhunjka (Russia)

Neat footwork was needed for Serbian Toicevo Kolo which we danced in short lines,
while next we waved our arms expressively in Gypsy Dana and then spread out filling
the hall for the flowing turns of Vraho Vraho. Back in short lines we held closely together
as we were taken back in time to dance Agir Govenk of Kurdish origin from Turkey. Also
long ago, with a prim and proper style, the English Nonesuch in long sets was
eventually mastered. Using the music by Capercaillie band, we were taught the modern
dance choreographed to the well-known tune of Calum’s Road.

Spirals were created several times and at one stage, one of a suite of Greek dances
took us into a spiral, and out again without making a loop around to come out. Simply a
leader at the other end taking over- very nifty. Later, another of the Tauranga dancers
taught the ever-popular classic 16-step Tsamiko. Forward to modern choreography
again, we danced to the wistful Serbian song Lioube.

Rondeau en couple with partners was used as an example of improvised dancing, our
teacher introducing the trend of using traditional steps, moves and music to simply
enjoy in a modern, free manner.

Dashing white Sergeant, another loved party dance was taught, with descriptive humour
of the possible finer points. And how can we celebrate any British flavour without Morris
Dance? We clashed our sticks and pranced down and up the set with Andy playing on
his accordion for the Dilwyn Border.

Hopping and heel/toe swivels made us concentrate on footwork again in a Tamzara and
one of our talented teachers gave us a taste of her own Kleyzmer choreography with
Glayzele.

As a last dance taught on Sunday, we seemed to be stuck with original partners for
many attempts. Did we do it to annoy the teacher or just to have much fun with the last
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dance? Fun it was and to enjoy the lovely Russian music of Moi Muzhunjka
Rabotyazhunjka, remembered by a few from 2009 in Christchurch.

Back to Saturday, quite a
party it was in the evening.
The theme of silver had
been taken with enthusiasm,
creating flashing silver
everywhere: huge candles in
bouquets on the stage;
twiddly bits of tinsel on the
wall hangings, clothing
adornments of belts, sashes,
tunics, bows, jewellery and
head gear. A few seemed to
have raided their Christmas decorations boxes and others had obviously visited the $2
shops. I considered Gaby’s CD on a silver cord worn as a necklace to be one of the
most ingenious ideas.

One dance that some must have regretted sitting out was a Jane-created fantasy in
long line sets that caused much merriment. A spot of real difference was her Kenya
dance, while Rae had us recalling the pleasure of such numbers as Little Man in a Fix,
Reinlander Polka and Huguette’s Mixer. Fiona, the other of the hard-working leaders,
knows we all love Ajde Jano and Ivanic’ as well as her great selections of mixers. Of
course, a scrumptious cake appeared at supper (and morning tea on Sunday) followed
by a presentation of certificates to founder FDNZ members present.

Jane, Fiona and Noelene, and Manuka on movie recording, did a wonderful job
organizing and running the weekend.  Thank you to all.

Michele Dickson

A surprise treat for those
attending the evening was a
demonstration of Little Man
In A Fix. Michael Parmenter
and Frank Broekmans took
Jane Luiten and daughter Te
Huamanuka as their partners.
After some tricky crosses
keeping arms linked, they
entered a swing in which the
women’s feet leave the floor -
it’s a flying dance! For a few

present it rekindled memories of when Frank and Willem taught it to us at an early
dance event (1990 I think it was). Kieron
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Jan� Auste� Sprin� Assembl�
21 November 2020, Matang� Assembl� Room� (Hamilto�)

“An absolute triumph!” one satisfied dancer
was overheard to proclaim to Dance Mistress
Fiona Murdoch at the end of the Jane Austen
Spring Assembly. This marvellous event was
organised by Hamilton’s Dance Folkus and
held on 21 November. It was attended by
almost 60 dancers, decked in their Regency
finery and keen to party like it was 1815. After
only the first couple of dances my face was
already hurting from smiling so much – both in
acknowledging my gracious partners, and just
from the general joy of dancing in such a
setting.

Our Dance Mistress did her usual superb job
of explaining and calling the dances, with
merry humour and a good dose of patience.

There was a lovely mix of old favourites and less familiar dances. We arranged
ourselves variously in longways sets, quadrilles, and circles. It was a joy to see the
patterns unfold and particularly satisfying to find one’s self back in the correct position
at the correct time. An enduring memory for me will be the succinct (and successful)
hint - “Stay!” - given to me from
one dance partner several times
during the dancing of Mr
Beveridge’s Maggot, to preempt
my overhasty casting off before the
correct moment. Most effective
and most appreciated!

Music was expertly provided by the
Rose and Thistle Country Dance
Band, who had travelled down
from Auckland to play for us. Their
lively accompaniment and stamina
were a match for that of the
dancers, although perhaps at times
exceeding the energy levels of
some on the dance floor.

There was a high standard of appropriate costuming. Several much admired ladies had
authentically ‘dressed’ hair, worn up and decorated with artfully placed flowers and
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ribbons, their faces becomingly framed by curls. Many ‘likenesses’ were taken in front
of the graceful draperies provided as a background for that purpose. Large badges of
Jane Austen film characters, such as Colin Firth as Mr D'Arcy, were an ingenious aid for
distinguishing ladies taking the gentleman’s part in the sets (there being, sadly, more
ladies than gents present).

The usual Winter Assembly having been postponed due to the contagion, it took a little
adjustment to be dancing in spring weather. Ladies’ short-sleeved dresses were a
decided advantage for keeping our Regency cool, while several gentlemen sweltered in
their waistcoats and dress coats. One military man in dashing red coat quipped that his
boots would be useful for collecting his perspiration. Ladies’ fans were not merely
decorative, being employed as energetically as decorum allowed during the short
breaks.And the mechanical air-conditioning yielded a most pleasing cooling effect as
the exertions on the dance floor continued.

The Assembly Rooms (Matangi Hall) were the perfect setting, their character beautifully
enhanced with strings of twinkling lights (thanks, Ben!), foliage displays and Jane
Austen silhouettes. Tables and chairs were elegantly placed around the edges of the
hall, to which tired dancers could briefly retire. Diverting amusements were also
provided, including puzzles and Jane Austen quizzes.

No Assembly is complete without a delectable supper, of which we partook with much
enthusiasm. It was an excellent idea for dancers to contribute a plate and there was a
wonderful array of tasty morsels, including cucumber sandwiches and dainty sweet
treats. Refreshing punch and cups of tea were provided to ensure sufficient hydration
for warm dancers. Suitably-attired serving staff added to the ambience as refreshments
were provided to the assembled ladies and gentlemen.

By the end of the evening, with sighs of “that was wonderful” and murmurs of “oh, my
feet!”, happy Regency dancers stepped out into the cool country air and alighted their

carriages for the
journey back to the
21st century. Our
heartfelt thanks to the
Dance Folkus team
who worked so hard
to make this such a
magical event, a true
highlight of the year
and one we very much
look forward to
happening again soon.

Review by Barbara
Hobden, Wellington
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Celebratin� Liv� Musi� for Fol� Danc�
i� prais� of musician�

Consider yourself privileged If you have musicians to hand who will play for folk dance
and even more so if they will play a variety of musical genres. Challenges for folk dance
clubs / the folk dance group leader / tutor or folk dance event manager are the
availability of musicians, bands or vocalists who can play or sing the diverse repertoire
that a recreational international dance group prefers.

It is not quite so difficult to find musicians who will play one genre of dance music (for
example Scottish Country Dance / Morris Dance) and who can maybe be persuaded to
extend their repertoire sufficiently to enable new dances to be introduced from time to
time; but to be comfortable playing or singing melodies from many different cultural
styles in the same bracket on the same evening is more rare and takes a willingness to
explore new and interesting music. This means that you either need one extraordinary
band, or you have to develop music-dance collaborations with several groups across
several styles. As the dance leader you may have to do a bit of leg work and early
preparation to source musical notations and spend time with a group honing tempo,
repetitions, introductions, arrangements etc. You may need to purchase the relevant
resources yourself and to consider tricky aspects such as copyright.

I find that occasionally a band will share their repertoire and ask you to identify the
tunes that 'fit best' . This is okay for Celtic Ceilidh dances where the dance style
generally does not need to have specific melodies but uses different tempos - e.g. a jig,
a waltz, a reel, or a polka - albeit there is a discernible difference on a country by
country basis (e.g.  an Irish jig is distinctive from a Welsh jig).

Sadly New Zealand doesn't have the resource or demand to support professional folk
dance musical ensembles. A band that has its own signature style may be less inclined
to learn different tunes unless this will be a useful addition to their repertoire going
forwards, or they are confident of using the new learning and arrangements again. After
all how much are you going to pay them to  work harder!

Sometimes you have to provide 'safe' gigs for musicians new to playing for folk dance. I
usually do this in a regular class or 'party night' as musicians get used to playing for as
long and as fast as the dance needs (not just until the musicians get tired), and adding
the niceties of introductions and endings.

However all of this extra effort and pre-planning is definitely worth it when you see the
dancers and the musicians sharing a fabulous experience. All bands I've worked with
say they love seeing the dancers enjoying themselves on the dance floor, and the
dancers love dancing to live music - in many cases the musicians may be used to
playing in the corner of a local bar or restaurant, largely ignored by the punters; and
dancers have been reliant on recorded music with its predictability and lack of
excitement.
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In Hamilton I am lucky to have worked with fabulous musicians and I'd like to share
those who have lit up 2020 for Dance Folkus. The Auckland Folk Festival 2020 at the
end of January enabled working with three very different kinds of musical
accompaniment for folk dance:

Worl� Voice�
Dance Folkus and World Voices Hamilton together presented our 'Balkan Beats'
programme as guest artists for the dance programme. This entailed A Cappella
group World Voices (Director - Judy Macdonald) singing traditional vocal
arrangements as dance music for the following dances:

● Oj Poved Kolo (Croatia)
● Grad Se Beli (Croatia)
● Kad Jah Poh Na Bembasu

(Bosnia)
● Svi Dilberi (Serbia)
● Sto Me Ome Lelo Male

(Macedonia)
● Niska Banja (Serbia)

Gree� Ginger (reinvente�)
Green Ginger is best known to NZ folk
dancers for being the very first musical group
to support Folk Dance New Zealand. In
addition to leader Larry Jacobson on oud,
darabuka and bouzouki, Green Ginger
comprises Maggie Morgan on fiddle, whistle,
melodeon, and recorder; Greg Morgan on
bouzouki, guitar, tapan, darabuka, zourna,
djembe and tambourine; and June Jacobson
on Djembe. June and Larry live in Paihia, and
Maggie and Greg in Whangarei. In January
2020 they came together on request
specifically to provide music for my Eurogypsy
Dance Workshop and played instrumental versions for the following dances:
Miserlou (USA/Greece), Laride (Brittany), Nigun Shell Yossi and Tsadik Katamar
(Israel), Ajde Jano and Jovano Jovanke (Macedonia). They were joined for some
of the time by Nigel Robertson on saxophone.

A du� - Lind� Whitcomb� (fiddl�) an� Jac� Brama� (whistl�,
Galicia� ba�ipe�, tambourin�)
Linda and Jack played music for the FDNZ 'Kids Dance' session led by Jane
Luiten and myself as part of the Auckland Folk Festival Children's programme.
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Both are accomplished multi-instrumentalists and semi-professional performers,
and have extensive repertoire. Jane ran through arrangements and tunes with
Linda in advance   - especially needed  for the dance Seven Jumps.

Two other gigs in February and March were rescheduled due to lockdown so we make a
great leap forward over COVID lockdown #1 to August 2020 and the Te Pahu Ceilidh
which just sneaked in before the second lockdown. Alec and I worked with the fabulous
Big Muffin Serious Ukulele Band and Friends from Te Pahu / The Tron (Hamilton).
Not-so-seriously-led by Graeme Cairns (Laird McGillicuddy), these very expert
semi-professional musicians have multiple musical personas and abilities and are willing
to stretch to new music if they like it - or more importantly think the punters will like it.
Otherwise we fit the dances to their very extensive repertoire. You may remember that
under the guise of the 'Goulash Archipelago' this group of fine musicians presented the
music and dance of (fictitious) Ukestan for our Sunday evening's entertainment at our
2010 FDNZ camp. They also featured as Waikato farmers at the 2004 FDNZ camp in
Hamilton giving a fine rendition of the Gumboot dance.

For this fundraiser Ceilidh our dance programme included:

Witches Reel
9 pins
Borrowdale Exchange
Cumberland Square 8
Troika

Black Wattle Reel
Canadian barn Dance
Spanish Waltz
Virginia Reel
Dashing White Sergeant

Korobushka
Circassian Circle
Hava Nagila
Orcadian Strip

Three other dance gigs in August
were cancelled or rescheduled
during Lockdown #2.

I must give a shout-out to the
fabulous Matangi Minstrels who

played for the Friday night dinner during
the Folk Dance NZ Birthday weekend in
early October to acclaim. Led by Glenda
Nolan (melodeon and whistle), with Sonya
Mitchell (accordion), Julie Pescud (fiddle)
and Mike Wilson on mandolin, they are a
great bunch of musicians to work with,
who are happy to try any kind of music - as
long as it fits with their instruments. I've
been really grateful that they do put the
time into learning many different genres for our Dance Folkus end-of-course dance
parties. They are also all active in the Celtic music scene in Hamilton; and Sonya, Julie
and Mike have a sub group 'Gitango' to indulge their love of gypsy jazz-style music.

To show their versatility, they played for the following after-dinner dances:
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Kalamatianos
Zemer Atik
Niguno Shel Yosi
O Cabolo Azul

Circassian Circle
Korobushka
Borrowdale Exchange
Farmers Jig

Rumelaj
Ma'a N'avu
Hanter Dro/An Dro
Hava Nagila

In November I again worked with Glenda Nolan
(melodeon and whistle), but this time joined by
husband and wife team Rochelle Brugh (fiddle)
and Paul de Pledge (guitar) to call/play for a
ceilidh for the students at the local Steiner
School. Around 70 enthusiastic 8 - 14 year olds
had been studying a Celtic dance programme with
their teachers and were quite expert on the dance
floor. We danced a range of Celtic styles - Welsh,
Scottish, Irish.

To end our 2020 dance year on an elegant note, Dance Folkus held a Jane Austen
Spring Assembly in the Regency style of dance to the fabulous playing of
Auckland-based The Rose & Thistle Band. We had rescheduled the event from the
August Lockdown #2 as Rose & Thistle were unable to travel from Auckland to Hamilton
and we could not possibly proceed without them! The Rose & Thistle are well known in
Auckland as purveyors of fine music for Scottish Country Dance, English Country
Dance, Victorian, Playford, Regency and Medieval styles of music. The musical director
is Trish Henley on fiddle and recorder leading an expert line-up - Margie O'Connor
(keyboard), Bruce Haswell (flute, hurdy-gurdy, rauchfife, mandolin, guitar and crumb
horn), Andrea McCracken (cello), Rae Neild (flute), and Trevor Booker (recorder, clarinet,
drums). They all thoroughly enjoy playing for dances especially those that are visually
enjoyable from the stage. They are receptive to new repertoire and to ensuring we all
have a good time - I have worked several times with Rose & Thistle over the years and
always found it a very satisfying collaboration.

So here's a huge cheer for all those musicians who bring their skills and flexibility to
play for folk dance. Make the effort to work alongside them and provide a new
dimension for your dancers. Recorded music may be convenient, cheaper and familiar -
but there isn't the same excitement or fulfilment as when mixing the joy of dance with
the skill of the music makers.

Fiona Murdoch - Director Dance Folkus International and Historical Dance Group

Ba�Fol� Arrive� I� Wellingto�
On 28 November, Michael Parmenter conducted a one-day Balfolk workshop in
Wellington.
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Balfolk is a popular dance movement based on traditional folk dances of Europe, which
places emphasis on the participatory dimension of dancing together, with a
simplification of steps so that as many people as possible can experience the joy of
moving together. Balfolk is dancing that is for everyone, and is suitable for adults of all
levels of experience.

We were fortunate to get a preview in Hamilton, although time was short and he
modified the programme to suit the audience there. In Wellington we were treated to a
range of styles, many from France and elsewhere in Eastern Europe. Twenty people
with a wide range of dance experience came, including a few musicians with little or no
experience. This was not a barrier.

It was coordinated by Lucy Marinkovich, who teaches dance through HumanDance,
who are a group of dancers working to create a community in Wellington through
contemporary adult dance classes.

Lucy was keen to continue in the New Year, which led to a workshop on March 6th. This
was to be around the time of an event Michael was working towards in Lopdell House,
Titirangi in March.

Kieron Horide-Hobley

Fro� th� Archive�:
�v� President�

As Folk Dance New Zealand celebrates our 25th anniversary the current President
(2019+) is Jane Luiten of Gisborne. She follows on the coat tails of our inaugural
President Cashy Yates and our four stalwart officer holders Rae, Kate, Fiona and Kieron
who, between them, have covered the years in between.

President Residence Term(s) of Office

1.      Catherine Yates Wellington 1995-1996

2.      Rae Storey Auckland 1996-1999; 2007-2011

3.      Kate Goodwin (late) [1] Tauranga 1999-2003

4.      Fiona Murdoch Hamilton 2003-2007; 2015-2019

5.      Kieron Horide-Hobley Wellington 2011-2015

Each President has had something new to offer to the organization during their term(s)
of office. Collectively their achievements are to be commended – especially in light of
the huge geographical spread of our membership and the limited number of
opportunities annually for committee members to meet in person.

1. Cashy’s contribution centred round her legal expertise. She was instrumental in
creating our constitution or set of rules to operate by. She ensured that we had
reserved the organization’s official name and had an official seal and logo to get us off
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to a great start. Her input into designing an initial publicity flyer and membership form
was invaluable in refining what we had to offer the prospective membership. When
Marcel Baaijens left New Zealand (c.1996) Cashy inherited his role as tutor. Her teaching
ability became legend amongst the loyal
Wellington International dance class participants.
The 2011 and 2012 FDNZ national camps held in
Wellington were effortlessly organized by Cashy
and the team from the Wellington International
Dance Group. Nowadays her zesty contra calling
skills are still in demand at socials and Cashy has
been spotted enjoying the Wellington Tango
dance scene.

Right: Cashy, Fiona, Kieron & Rae cut the FDNZ
21st anniversary cake at Christchurch May 2016 [2]

2. Rae took the lead in the establishment of Folk Dance NZ. She not only shouldered
a large load with the organization of the initial teacher training courses but was a
participant in them herself. She became one of the first five course graduates.[4] Rae had
extensive folkloric knowledge and experience as an educator, dance tutor and
performance group leader. Her input was in bringing New Zealand-based dance teacher
training to the fore and in providing teaching resources to back this up. Rae’s list of
local and international dance contacts was invaluable and by bringing together such
people, we were provided with many varied opportunities to join a workshop, class or
social event to share in their knowledge and expertise. Rae’s speciality is French
dancing and she has a performance group called La Bourree which still appears on the
programme for the annual Auckland Winter Warm-up concerts held by the Ruritanian
Club. She led a team who took dance education into local schools and her work with
children included Meadowbank Maypole Dancers. Maypole dancing was still included at
recent Auckland Folk Festivals. Now in her eighties, Rae holds weekly dance sessions in
her loft and is kept busy editing the Ruritanian Roundabout magazine for the Ruritanian
Club. Her contributions have been recognised with Life Membership to FDNZ (2012)
and the award of a QSM (2019) for services to folk dancing.

3. Kate’s impetus was in initiating an annual national weekend camp, with expert
tutors, to expand our repertoire so that the imbalance between Israeli dances and other
popular International styles could be somewhat redressed. The Auckland Ruritanian
International Folk Dance Club’s annual “Camp Morley” event had ceased by 2000 so
Kate led a team in 2001 to host FDNZ’s first three annual camps at Tauranga. This
included producing the media resource sets participants could purchase. Kate’s
extensive knowledge of her Greek heritage and added input of the Balkan dance
repertoire, that she acquired by attending many overseas workshops, were generously
shared and written about. Kate danced with the Tauranga Israeli group and took over as
tutor of Tauranga International group when John Stubbings became ill. She founded the
Athena Greek group in 1998 and created original choreographies for it. Members of
Athena went on to perform in Athens at the prestigious annual Anapale Festival. Core
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members of Athena still perform in her memory and make excellent use of the music
and research notes she had collected and the costumes she designed. These resources
were bequeathed to FDNZ after her sudden death. The July 2010 Auckland workshop,
at which Kate presented Greek and Turkish dances, turned out to be her last.

4. Fiona arrived back in New Zealand (1994) with Folk Dance Australia’s qualification
already achieved. She quickly founded Hamilton’s International group known as Dance
Folkus. Fiona’s input to FDNZ was paramount in training and upskilling dance tutors
here. She did an enormous amount of work writing the FDNZ recreational folk dance
teacher training courses, running them, canvassing participants regarding their
effectiveness, and adapting them to tutor needs as these changed over time. With the
help of Dance Folkus members she organized and hosted FDNZ national camps in
2004, 2006, 2010 and arranged sessions with many visiting overseas tutors. Her ability
to keep people focussed on the important things and provide clear planning goals for
the organization is invaluable. As a physiotherapist she was keen to ensure safe dance
practices and due to her Scottish roots always jumped at any excuse for a Ceilidh. As a
trained and skilled tutor Fiona participates fully in teaching, creating performance
brackets for community events, leading dances at social events and promoting folk
dancing in the wider community. With this wide-ranging involvement she was able to
bring musicians for dance and singers into the mix as well and it could be claimed she
has fulfilled all of the objectives of FDNZ listed on our publicity flyer. Fiona was
honoured with a well-deserved Civic Award in 2013 by Hamilton City Council, and has
been awarded Life Membership of FDNZ (2019).

5. Kieron took on the Presidential role “as an opportunity to set some strategic
direction and create some new initiatives”. [3] He also needed to combine this with his
editorial position. The resulting overload meant he was not able to achieve as much as
he had initially hoped to during his term of office. None the less he did manage to keep
our feet moving and the organization ticking over. Progress was made on a mentoring
programme for teachers to better target training opportunities to needs. An archives
policy and guidelines for collections was formalised. Networking with musicians,
cultural groups and ethnic communities was expanded. Valuable discussion forums
were introduced. Kieron’s know-how on the technical side was his strength. He was
able to get the right people in to upgrade the FDNZ website and initiated electronic
record-keeping and supervised on-line committee meetings. He is always ready to
promote the value of FDNZ at every opportunity. Kieron’s folk dance involvement began
by attending 1980s Auckland events then classes. When his work brought him to
Hawke’s Bay he came along to Kathleen Osborne’s International Dancing Group and
offered to teach us his Auckland repertoire. After moving to Wellington in the 1990s he
trained in Dervish turning meditation practice and joined Cashy’s International class.
Kieron was honoured with FDNZ Life Membership (2016) especially for his contribution
in communications as Editor of the newsletter since 1997 and in keeping us all informed
about folk dancing opportunities throughout New Zealand and overseas.
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[1] Kate aka Aekaterini Koutsoukos 1947-2010. Photo by Hayley Maycroft 2008 HB IDG
reunion Havelock North

[2] Four Presidents. Photo by Tony Devenish from
http://folkdance.nz/gallery/21st-birthday-south.html

[3] Folkdancers’ Own December 2011 16/2/3 Kieron Horide-Hobley “President’s Letter”

[4] Ed: see Folkdancers’ Own August 2020 for an article on the first five graduates.

Elaine Prakash, FDNZ
Archivist

Fro� th� Archive�:
FDNZ Foundin�
Questionnair�

After the initial teacher training
course of January 1995 and
before the inaugural meeting
of August 1995 a formation of
the society sub-committee
sent out the following
questionnaire and covering
letter to gauge potential
membership response to the
proposal. The formation of the
society sub-committee
consisted of three people
Lynnaire Nugent and Angela
Broomhead, both of Hawke’s
Bay, and Catherine Yates of
Wellington.

Around 150 questionnaires were sent out to approximately 55 different addresses of
individuals and known group contacts. Subsequent analysis led to the development of
objectives and draft rules to be considered at the inaugural meeting.

Minutes of this meeting note that an analysis of questionnaire responses was read out
and briefly discussed. The proposed name of ‘Folkdancing New Zealand’ for the society
did get changed. It then matched that of our sister organization Folk Dance Australia. A
suggestion to consider including the word ‘Aotearoa’ in it was not taken up. Those not
in favour of the proposal saw limited benefits from it, wanted to remain free of the
administration it required or were happy with the status quo and felt small nation-wide
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numbers involved did not warrant it. Respondents willing to support the venture agreed
for many of the stated objectives.

Elaine Prakash, FDNZ Archivist

Fro� th� Archive�:
FDNZ’� Earl�

Publicit�
The following “interim
flyer” appeared in the
New Zealand Israeli
Folk Dancer (NZFID)
newsletter of
December 1995,
together with
membership forms for
individuals or groups to
copy and complete. The
information was
submitted to the editor
by me (Elaine Prakash)
and dated 19th August,
together with her report
on the Hawke’s Bay

dancers’ recent activities. In it I noted “I have received a couple of subs in response to
the recent Ruritanian Roundabout entry.” This would indicate that this was perhaps the
second piece of published FDNZ publicity.

A check of earlier dated Ruritanian Roundabouts (RR) reveals:-

RR Feb 1995 P15 Rae Storey in her President’s Report mainly about the national teacher
training course notes “The upskilling and higher consciousness about teaching folk
dance was one thing; another was the clear vision and enthusiasm for where to go now
– together, and alongside Folkdance Australia.” She goes on to state that “Folkdancing
New Zealand is about to be founded – voted for unanimously. A committee of three will
consult with as many interested groups and individuals as they can reach and produce
a draft constitution for a general meeting to be held in August. The Committee is
Lynnaire Nugent and Angela Broomhead of Hawke’s Bay and Cashy Yates of
Wellington.”

RR May 1995 P14-15 President’s Report for 1994 (dated 8 March 1995) gives a lot of
background detail about the lead-up to deciding to take on the teacher training course
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– mainly that the timing was now then and great support had been offered by Folk
Dance Australia. Rae describes how everything else followed on from that initiative.
“The Club is not taking on a national role in itself as Mufridah thought it would need to
do. What has happened is sounder than that: … a national federation is enthusiastically
in the making, out of our Ruritanian hands entirely. Folkdance Australia, represented by
Kaye Laurendet, is alongside to help. Folkdancing New Zealand will maintain
independence; it’s a free but cooperative relationship.” Rae then refers readers back to
her Feb report as above.

RR Nov 1994 P5 President’s Report refers to Mufridah’s earlier suggestion that year “It’s
all Mufridah’s fault! I blushed at her megalomania for the Club when she wrote at the
beginning of this year that we should be expanding, taking on a national role, etc. … ”.

RR Feb 1994 P14. In Mufridah Ulmanski’s Letter to the Editor she
puts forward five ideas for discussion at the Club’s upcoming AGM.
These include making “our ‘Round-about’ not local but of national
interest …”; “thinking of a camp of International Folk Dance and not
only promote and support Israeli ones.”; She concludes with
reminding members “We are 14 and looking toward ‘young
adulthood’ which is expand and experience new horizons.” and
ends by asking “What are these to be?”

RR Feb 1994 P4 Rae’s President’s Report responds two years later
to “being prodded to review what the Club is, what its aims are, and what it is
achieving.” She claims “we have achieved much more by acting as a Club than if there
had been only some separate people running classes”. That without the Club there
would likely now be no monthly get-togethers, no public funding for public events, no
quarterly newsletter and no weekend camps. That although the original founders are no
longer on the committee, the club had survived. That wider family and friends of
members, although not members themselves, were often heavily involved too.

A� Israel� Dancer’� Respons� (wit� humour!) t� thi� Publicit�
Issues of the New Zealand Israeli (Folk) Dancer (NZID)
reveal an interesting response from this dance community
to the news about a national umbrella organisation being
created. After the founding questionnaire had been sent out
and the above publicity flyer had been published the
anonymous writer “Rick Udiam” (later discovered to be Stan
Morris in disguise) wrote in NZIFD December 1995 P11-12
Commentary – “Another matter of interest is the promotion
of the Folk Dance NZ organisation by Rae Storey, which
does raise one or two points of significance.

Sasha Ketko
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Does belonging to this organisation confer any benefits to Israeli groups? I think that
the raising of the standard of teaching of dance is a worthy cause” but he notes too that
Israeli dancing has had to be a DIY organisation because of small numbers involved and
that it already has “its own network provided by the annual camps and by the quarterly
newsletter.” He also explains that many people become involved in Israeli dancing for
different reasons - including religious and cultural – to the majority of International
dancers, who do it mainly for social recreation. At the same time Rick wrote of the
problems occurring without a national organisation by Israeli groups operating
independently in their decision making! “I can foresee dangers in the present practice
of groups announcing their intention of taking a camp and bringing out a certain
teacher without any prior discussion. … host groups might find themselves not getting
the support they expected.”

NZID July 1996 P4 Rick Udiam! Noting the failure in Australia and America to achieve
potential due to “conflicting egos, power seeking and parochialism” goes on to say “We
certainly don’t need any bureaucracy such as International dancing has.”

FDNZ supporters defended thus:-

NZID Sep 1996 P16 Fiona Murdoch responded to Rick by pointing out that Israeli
groups were fortunate to already have “ready made avenues for promotion,
sponsorship and cultural identity” via such groups as Friends of Israel, Christian Dance
Fellowship and the Jewish community whereas International groups have to create
these opportunities for growth in the wider community. She reported that she had
already enjoyed the benefits of “being a member of a Folk Dance ‘bureaucracy’” which
had enabled her to access funding for training courses and equipment that would have
been difficult as a small group applicant without such a link to a parent organization.
Fiona concluded that “Co-operative organizations such as Folk Dance New Zealand
have their place in laying the groundwork for the future of folk dancing in NZ.”

NZID Sep 1996 P17-18 Rae’s Ramblings from the “chief bureaucrat and ego-tripper of
Folkdance NZ!” tells of the acceptance of FDNZ by people willing to join for the benefits
of co-operation. Of specialist teachers offering to come here en route to festivals in
Australia and the Pacific Islands. Of FDNZ’s preparation to share information and
resources and facilitate networking and directory listings.

P21 Kathleen Osborne rebukes Rick Udiam aka Stan Morris for not encouraging a
“bureaucracy … (of) International dancing” which has “such positive aims” to share
information, resources and expertise, because “he paved the way!” for Israeli dancing in
NZ by doing just that. She praises the efficiency of the teacher training course in giving
her the best international teaching practice. “Through 14 years of teaching my group,
begun with the advantages of school teacher training, I had developed only some of the
methodology.”

NZID Volume 6 Number 4 Page 3 (1996) Magazine renamed “Rokdim Yechifim” Rick’s
Blurb “I was delighted that our little magazine had attracted responses from three of the
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top brass in International dancing in NZ. I have never decried training dance teachers.”
But rather “questioned the relevance of FDNZ to the Israeli dance network.” where
“what are better described as Dance Leaders” share the load of imparting the “rather
extensive Israeli dance repertoire” for which the “main requirement is an ability to
impart and dance faithfully and efficiently and to serve as a good model of style.” … “As
for FDNZ it is a wonderful concept, but seems a bit like having a fine strong horse with
not much of a cart for it to pull. I can but wish them success in building a cart of a
substance appropriate to their horse.” Page 9 reveals all in Stan’s Story! “It was good to
see Rick Udiam being gently reproved for his comment on dance bureaucracy by such
leading ladies as Rae, Kathleen and Fiona. I think Rick has been a bit paranoid about
bureaucracies and dictators since, for some infringement, he was kicked out of Bulgaria
some years ago.”

From this I can surmise that “Rick Udiam” really just wanted to provoke some
discussion on all the above topics and he managed it beautifully with a dash of humour!

Rae’s description of the Ruritanian Club in February 1994 (above) sounds to me very
much like what FDNZ has now become. A kind of folk dance happy family. Although the
membership numbers on paper may be quite small, the flow-on effects and indirect
involvement can be very much wider. Largely because the dance group leader is often
the only person who actually pays a subscription. Everyone else benefits from their
group leader’s knowledge and access to resources and networks via FDNZ
involvement. This situation, like the Ruritanian Club back then, requires a
re-examination of the reasons for FDNZ existence and whether the need to promote
and support folk dancing still requires a national umbrella organization as the best way
to achieve these aims.

What response will I get from our current membership celebrating 25 years?

N.B. There was also a comment in RR Feb
1995 Editorial by Pam Memory noting some
excellent publicity about folk dancing resulting
from the Teacher Training Workshop.[1]

Lynnaire Nugent passed on to me a copy of a
newspaper clipping “Dancing Folks” by
Penelope Carroll headed “On Tuesday” which

is presumably what was being referred to. It included three action shot photographs by
Gerard Johnson. One shows Femke van Doorn teaching, another Rae Storey leading La
Bourree at Meadowbank School and the third shows the feet of La Bourree.

Elaine Prakash, FDNZ Archivist

[1] Ruritanian Roundabout February 1995 Page 2 Editorial “Great to see a very informative
and positive article in the Herald as a result of the Teacher Training Workshop. Good
Photos too.
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Archiva� Article� Onlin�
The FDNZ website has a number of articles about our people and our history, provided
by Elaine. Click on the links below to take you to them, or go to
folkdance.nz/about/archive.html for more.

FDNZ Historical Timeline - listing of events and happenings year-by-year.

Happy 20th Birthday FDNZ! - timeline up until 2015 in an easy-to-read format.

FDNZ Roll of Honour - remembering those who’ve danced ahead.

FDNZ Newsletter Index to Contents - updated to include 2019.

Editor’s note: these links will change shortly. The on-line version of this edition will be
updated when that happens.

Societ� of Fol� Danc� Historian� (SFDH)
The Society of Folk Dance Historians (SFDH) is on the web at sfdh.us. Sections include
About, Encyclopedia, Periodicals, and Members. Also, there are Can You Help?, Ron's
Section, and Videos.

If you'd like to see what documents are held, click on SFDH Document Holdings from
the main page. Also, from the main page, you can get a copy of the 2020 Group
Directory of Folk Dance, Song Groups, and Ensembles.

Want to know what dances have been published in the Folk Dance Problem Solver to
date? Go to the Encyclopedia, click on Folk Dance and scroll down to Problem Solver
Alphabetical Index or Problem Solver Regional Index.

The SFDH has added many files to its Encyclopedia. They are divided into several
categories, including Camps Active, Camps Closed, Cultures, Dances, Folk Dance,
Geography, Music, Organizations, People, Publications, Recordings, Songs, and
Miscellaneous. There are over 1,400 articles on the SFDH website.

The SFDH is seeking an Executive Director who will
a) increase public access to the Society archives and library, and
b) direct research about the history and practice of recreational folk dancing.
Please send a cover letter and vita to SFDHist@gmail.com.

Internationa� event�
Tineke & Maurits van Geel have been recommended by members:
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Dance tours: www.tinekevangeel.nl
Also culture tours: www.armeniaholiday.com

Mail: vangeel@xs4all.nl, tel.  +31-521-380382

Rather than FDNZ compiling and printing yet another list of international events, the
following better options are suggested…

● For the latest Footnotes magazine, find it on
the FDA website, folkdanceaustralia.org.au

● Make sure your e-mail address is with the
FDNZ membership secretary (see page ) to
receive recommendations and reviews from
other members

● Join the CID distribution list at
cid-unesco.org.

For event� i� Australi�: see the FDA website:
folkdanceaustralia.org.au

Librar�
The Society of Folk Dance
Historians publication Problem
Solver is a cumulative study of
various dances in the
international folk dance
repertoire, published one
collection (of about 17 items)
per year. It gives not only
notations but detailed history
of the dances and versions of
them, noting the recorded
music used. Each year's
edition includes a cumulative
index, and sometimes a good
essay on a folk dance topic.
FDNZ has about 20 years of
back issues, held by Rae

Storey - available to FDNZ members for loan or photocopies of items. The current year's edition
is circulated by post to those members who have put their names on a Round Robin list to
receive it. Website: https://sfdh.us/

Elaine Prakash receives the NFO News quarterly in electronic format – see archivist contact
details if you’d like her to forward details. Note that Folk Dance Australia’s Footnotes magazine
is available on-line via their website, and no longer is circulated in hard copy.
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Alan Oldale, a familiar presence at a number of Folk
Dance NZ, Machol Pacifica and Ruritanian events over the
years, and husband to Michele, our Treasurer, passed
away in October.

He liked to play around with technology, and helped
produce a number of dance camp and memorabilia videos.
My conversations with him regularly dived deep into how
to get the best audio or image quality from various bits of
equipment, and he lent me his camera several times for
capturing dance events. Thank you Alan for all your
support of Michele and FDNZ over the years.

Kieron

Te Huamanuka Luiten-Apirana
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